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"The Church or Jesud Christ of Latter-day 5ai~lts, flor all its
uniqueness, was very much a product o! its time, but m~t in any simph’
or obvious way. Mormonism was undt’niably the most original
persecuted religion ofith is period or ot any period off American history.
It dt(ied as no other religion did both the orthodox and evangelical
counter-culture. Yet at the same time it drew heavily on both these
cultures.
VER the years there have been a number of
attempts to explain Joseph Smith and early
Mormonism. It is not an easy task. Fawn Brodie
tried to summarize them with the phrase "from magic to
revelation." While magical traditions had some influence
on Joseph Smith, I believe that a more useful and
accurate explanation of the Prophet and the early
Church comes from understanding his relationship to
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revivalism: from revivalism to revelation. This
perspective can lead us to a powerful new tool for
interpreting the Book of Mormon. My concern here is
not to determine when the book was written but rather
to understand its message. Its message is expressed in
the language of Joseph Smith’s time.
The Book of Mormon contains revivalistic words and
phrases that are not Hebraic. This revivalistic rhetoric is
often in technical terms that can only be grasped in the
historical and theological context of the early nineteenth
century. In other words, a knowledge of the theological
terminology of the original audience is necessary to
understand certain passages in the Book of Mormon.
But before we examine these passages we must
understand Joseph Smith’s relationship to revivalism.
Joseph Smith and the Churches
Joseph Smith tells us that he first became seriously
interested in religion in about 1818.: At that time the
evangelical churches were the mainstream of
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nineteenth century religion, and as such they served as Joseph
Smith’s primary exposure to institutional religion. The Prophet
stated that he had "an intimate acquaintance" with
various revival religions and often attended their
meetings.3
The camp meetings and revivals of that period became
a rite of passage for sinners. The first phenomenological
step was the existential confrontation with inner guilt
and sin. This traumatic and "pungent" realization was
called the state of "conviction." When a camp meeting
preacher saw those in his audience under conviction, he
would invite them to a bench in front of the pulpit called
the "altar." The altar was the core of the camp meeting.
Those who had been "awakened to their awful state"
would come to the altar and ask, "What shall we do?"
This phrase is such a common reaction of those under
conviction that it must be seen as a formula taken from
Acts 2:37 that only generally resembles the speakers’
actual words. Sinners were helped to pray at the altar by
converts. There, the sinner would."cry aloud for mercy."
This prayer of the convicted was seen as conforming to
the archetype of Jacob wrestling with God all night.
Such protracted wrestling in prayer took place at the
altar, in tents, in prayer circles, in forests and in caves-by groups or by individuals alone. Sometimes this state
of conviction lasted for a short time. Sometimes it lasted
for days.
Presbyterian revivals were relatively calm, as a rule.
But the Methodist revivals and camp meetings were
filled with displays of emotion. In Methodist meetings
the most common manifestation of conviction, next to
tears, was the "falling exercise." In this exercise,
individuals or whole groups would fall "under the power
of God as if they were dead." Sometimes the falling
exercise was short lived. At other times, the convicted
fell into trances at the meeting or later and saw visions of
heaven or hell. In this state it was not uncommon to lie
apparently powerless for days, sometimes for a week at a
time, without food or drink. When they awoke, they
would often speak of their vision, and prophesy to those
around them. Other common signs of revivalemotion
were trembling and being "shocl~ed."
The whole point of this wrestling in prayer was to
obtain forgiveness of sin and to be born again. The
passage from conviction to conversion was described in
one of two ways: (1) A state of ecstatic joy replaced the
agony of conviction. The new convert would shout
praises to God such as "Glory to God!" or "Hallelujah!"
The shouting of praises was not confined to converts but
was a typical ecstatic expression among the more
emotional evangelicals such as the Methodists. (2) Or
the agony of conviction would be replaced by a state of
relief and calm assurance. This was typically expressed
with the evangelical formula, "The Lord spoke peace to
my soul.’’4
Sometime in the early 1820s Joseph Smith
experienced what is now called "the first vision." Visions
of God and other heavenly beings were common
accompaniments to the emotional revivals. After
relating a revival vision not far from Albany, one
Methodist author later stated that "this is a fair
specimen of what occurred in many places during this
interesting period . . . men and women, old and young,
dreamed dreams, saw visions, and were filled with the
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spirit of prophecy. "5 Other persons, in and out of revival
circles, relegated latter-day visions to excessive
enthusiasm. Peter Cartwright and Joseph Holdich
ridiculed those who experienced modern visions and
referred to them as "visionary" and "visionists.’’6
Apparently George Lane, the Methodist minister who
criticized Joseph’s vision, did not believe in modern
visions. The Prophet claimed that the first vision was the
result of revival activity. And the early accounts of the
vision itself (including D&C 20:5) contain the familiar
revival language of "conviction," crying for mercy, and
receiving the forgiveness of sin. But as the years passed
by, the vision took on a larger theological significance in
the mind of Joseph Smith. Finally, the revival language
in the vision itselt was dropped, and the primitivist
element was strengthened. The developed first vision
account bears the markings of a revival vision remodeled
into a prophetic calling after later theological reflection.
This could happen because Joseph Smith’s dynamic
concept of scripture and history placed less emphasis on
the preservation of static texts than on flexibility and
readiness to adapt them to changing circumstances and
theological insights.
Joseph Smith stated that he was attracted to the
Methodists and wished to join them.7 The Prophet’s
Palmyra acquaintances said that he joined the Methodist
class as a probationary member for a short time and
exhorted in the evening class meetings.8 The basic
congregational unit in early American Methodism was
called the "class." There was a six-month probation in
the class before one could become a full member. One of
the class offices was the office of exhorter. The exhorter
would arise after the preacher and deliver a pointed
application of the sermon to the audience. Exhorters
were often new members--young men who wished to
try preaching in hopes of someday becoming preachers.9
But frequently exhortations would be given by one who
did not hold the official position of exhorter.
In January 1827 Joseph married Emma Hale, a
Methodist. We know he engaged his Methodist in-laws
in religious discussion. Reliable sources (both Mormon
and non-Mormon) state that Joseph Smith again joined a
Methodist class in June 1828 in Harmony,
Pennsylvania.10 But he was soon forced to withdraw by
local members who did not like his claims of visions and
magic. Apparently the Prophet originally intended to
bring forth the Book of Mormon through the Methodist
church (perhaps through the central Methodist Book
Concern).
Now we must ask ourselves: "If Joseph was told in his
vision that the churches were corrupt, why did he join
one?" Other members of the Smith family were
members of the Presbyterian church until about
September 1828.11 It was probably in that year that
Joseph Smith and his family decided that they should
"join none of them." Prior to that time the Prophet
would have held the primitivist belief of his mother: the
churches are corrupt but not so corrupt that you
wouldn’t join them. The early accounts of the first vision
stated that churches were corrupt. But not until the late
1838-1839 account did Joseph Smith report that he was
told to join none of them. It seems likely he later
mistakenly read his 1828 conclusion back into his vision.
To believe otherwise is to say that neither the Smith
family nor their Prophet son took his first vision

seriously.
Joseph’s "intimate acquaintance" with revival religion
apparently lasted from 1818 to 1828, to the time he
worked on the Book of Mormon. But Joseph Smith was
never a full-blooded revivalist, but rather on the
border--one foot in and one foot out. From this position,
Joseph could grasp the genius of revivalism and yet
transcend it. The border is the creative and prophetic
position. This is the genius of Joseph Smith and the
power of early Mormonism. With the coming of the
Book of Mormon, a view of revelation arose that was
foreign to the revivalist. Unlike revival visions (which
were often just imaginative ecstasy or a statement of
forgiveness), revelation in Mormonism is the source of
knowledge and an epistemological foundation more
secure than the Bible.
The above transformation ("from revivalism to
revelation") is important in understanding how revival
phrases are used in the Book of Mormon. In expressing
the ideas contained in the Book of Mormon, Joseph
Smith used the most formal and understandable
language at his disposal. The two main sources for this
language were the King James Bible and evangelical
religion. But because the prophet was on the border of
revivalism, the revival language itself was prophetically
and creatively used by the prophet. So we must first
understand the inherited revival phrase and ~hen see how Joseph
Smith transforms it for his own purposes in the Book of Mormon. By
doing this, we shall come closer to understanding the
intention of the Book of Mormon passage. In other
words, an adequate interpretation must consider both
the historical and textual context of the word or phrase.
Before examining these words and phrases, I must
explain the extent and the assumptions of the research
behind them. The evangelical churches of the early
nineteenth century certainly engaged in more than
revivals. But their religious language had the same
meaning in a revival, a camp meeting, a love feast, or a
journal. Hence, my research has investigated a variety of
evangelical sources. Also, communications and
transportation were extensive enough that there
appears to be no real regional differences in the phrases
presented here. However, my research tends to
concentrate on western New York and on the writings
from early American Methodism.
The collection presented here is part of a larger study.
This larger study includes several dozen evangelical
words and phrases. The phrases below I have included
for two reasons: (1) I feel that I presently possess enough
evidence to show that these terms were commonly used
as I claim they were. (2) An understanding of these
words and phrases illuminate a difficult passage or
important theological point in the Book of Mormon.
Saved From Our Sins, Not In Them
The first Universalist church in America was
established in 1793 by John Murray. Shortly thereafter
several independent groups set up Universalist
organizations throughout the northern states. In 1819
they established a weekly newspaper, and by the 1830s
they claimed 500 ministers. The central tenet of
Universalism was that God intended to save every
member of the human race. They often used biblical
proof texts to convince their audience of the scriptural

origin of their doctrine. There were two brands of
Universalism: those who believed in no hell or
punishment in the next life and those who adopted the
doctrine of restoration. The "restorationists" preached
that unrepentant sinners would suffer limited
punishment before they were restored to the good
graces of God. It is the restorationist brand of
Universalism that the Book of Mormon attacks most
frequently.~2 Nephi prophesies that in the latter days
there shall be many which shall say, eat, drink, and be
merry;.., and if it so be that we are guilty, God will beat
us with a few stripes, and at last we shall be saved in the
Kingdom of God.’’13
The word "restoration" is used in the Universalist sense
by Alma:
And now my son, ! have somewhat to say concerning the
restoration of which has been spoken .... Do not
suppose, because it hath been spoken concerning
restoration, that ye shall be restored from sin to
happiness .... Wickedness never was happiness .... Is the
meaning of the word restoration, to take a thing of a
natural state, and place it in an unnatural state, or to
place it in a state opposite to its nature? O, my son, this is
not the case; but the meaning of the word restoration, is
to bring back again evil for evil, or carnal for carnal, or
devilish for devilish; good for that which is good;
righteous for that which is righteous .... For that which
ye do send out, shall return unto you again, and be
restored; therefore the word restoration, more fully
condemneth the sinner, and justifieth him not at all.14
Universalism was preached throughout western New
York in Joseph Smith’s time; by 1826 there were nearly
20 preaching stations in the county of Ontario alone.
Lectures on the Prophecies (a work by the influential
Universalist Elhanan Winchester) was sold in the
Palmyra bookstore near Joseph Smith’s home. In this
work, Winchester claimed that Matthew 2:21 was the
foundation for understanding the atonement: "And she
shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name
JESUS: For he shall save his people from their sins."
Winchester interpreted this scripture as a proclamation
of universal salvation. Evangelicals combated this
biblical exegesis and, in so doing, they created a phrase
which is used in the Book of Mormon.
The evangelical religions saw the doctrine of
Universalism as an alarming heresy, and they attacked it
consistently in sermons and various publications. A
specific example can be found in a sermon delivered in
about 1819 by Charles Marford of Victor, New York,
which is nine miles from the Smith home:
Are all to be redeemed, and to be ransomed of the Lord.
None but those that sincerely and truly repent of their
Sins, and forsake them in this life, and return unto the
I.ord, will obtain the pardon of their sins. Christ is a
Saviour to Save his people from their Sins, and not in
them and those that think otherwise will be overthrown
with that dreadful overthrow with which God
overthrew Sodom and Gomorah.1-~
By stating that men can only be saved "from their Sins,
and not in them," Marford was denying the
Universalists’ exegesis of Matthew 2:21. In 1835 Charles
Finney stated that he had heard this familiar rebuttal
used against Universalists.16 Finney grew up in central
New York. Following his 1821 conversion, he had
extensive revival experience in western and central New
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York well into the 1830s. So the phrase of"from and not
dictionary was used to explain that it means "subject to
in your sins" was probably familiar throughout western no limitation.., immeasurably or inconceivably great or
New York.
extensive." This supports Amulek’s contention that the
Amulek uses this same phrase in the city of
atonement must be "infinite" in the sense that it extends to
Ammonihah: "The Lord surely shall come to redeem his all sin. Such an interpretation is a correct but incomplete
understanding of this phrase, and it will lead us to
people; but that He should not come to redeem them in
their sins, but to redeem them from their sins.’’17 Several misinterpret other passages in the Book of Mormon¯ To
chapters later, we learn that the dead bodies of the slain
understand this term, we must briefly trace its history¯
Ammonihahites were called the "desolation of Nehors;
The concept of an infinite atonement was born in a
for they were of the profession of Nehor."~ The Nehor
famous theory of the atonement by Anselm of
movement believed, among other doctrines, that the
Canterbury in the twelfth century¯ Anselm believed
l_.ord "had also redeemed all men; and in the end, all men
that God was an infinite being, meaning that he was the
should have eternal life.’’19 Hence we see that in the ideal projection of every good human quality--God
Book of Mormon, the doctrine of being "saved from our possesses infinite knowledge and wisdom, infinite
sins and not in them" is more than an exhortation to holiness, and so forth. Humans, of course, are finite¯ But
righteousness. It is a denunciation of Universalism and
because our sins offend an infinite being, they are
an interpretation of Matthew 2:21.
infinite sins. Therefore, atonement for sin must itself be
Infinite Atonement
This phrase is used several times in the Book of
Mormon, but only in the book of Alma do we get a feel
for its meaning:
For according to the great plan of the Eternal God, there
must be an atonement made, or else all mankind must
unavoidably perish; yea, all are hardened; yea, all are
fallen, and are lost, and must perish, except it be through
the atonement which it is expedient should be made; for
it is expedient that there should be a great and last
sacrifice; yea, not a sacrifice of man, neither of beast,
neither of any manner of fowl; for it shall not be a human
sacrifice; but it must be an Infinite and Eternal sacrifice.
Now there is not any man that can sacrifice his own
blood, which will atone for the sins of another. Now if a
man murdereth, behold, will our law, which is just, take
the life of his brother? I say unto you Nay. But the law
requireth the life of him who hath murdered; therefore
there can nothing [sic] which is short of an Infinite
atonement, which will suffice for the sins of the world;
therefore it is expedient that there should be a great and
last sacrifice; and then shall there be, or it is expedient
there should be, a stop to the shedding of blood; then
shall the law of Moses be fulfilled; yea, it shall be fulfilled;
every jot and tit[t]le, and none shall have passed away.
And behold, this is the whole meaning of the law; every
whir a pointing to that great and last sacrifice; and that
great and last sacrifice will be the Son of God; yea,
Infinite and Eternal; and thus he shall bring salvation to
all those who believe in his name; this being the intent
of this last sacrifice, to bring about the bowels of mercy,
which overpowereth justice and bringeth about means
unto men that they may have faith unto repentance. And
thus mercy can satisfy the demands of justice, and
encircles them in the arms of safety, while he that
exerciseth no faith unto repentance, is exposed to the
whole law of the demands of justice.20
The first thing we learn from Amulek about "infinite
atonement" is that a human cannot offer it because he
cannot vicariously pay for guilt. Also Amulek seems to
be saying that the atonement is "infinite" in the sense
that it must cover every sin of the world.
Before I was familiar with evangelical phrases, I
always had a suspicion that there was something more
behind "infinite atonement." The latest Sunday School
manual used by the Utah church in teaching the Book of
Mormon evidently felt the same, because at the end of
the lesson on Alma 34 there was a special section
explaining the meaning of "infinite." Webster’s
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infinite¯ No finite being is capable of such an atonement.
Hence the central idea in the concept of "infinite
atonement" is an atonement by an infinite being--which is by
definition God. All of the nuances of infinite atonement
come from this central idea from Anselm.
The concept of infinite atonement came to America in
the writings of Jonathan Edwards. Edwards and his
followers emphasized the infinite nature of sin in man in
order to counter the optimistic anthropology of extreme
Arminians and to show Universalists why man deserves
infinite or eternal punishment in hell.21 In contrast, in
the early nineteenth century the famous Universalist
Hosea Ballou argued that since man’s knowledge is
finite, his sin and punishment can only be finite. And
since God is infinite in goodness and power, Ballou
argued, God would accomplish the universal salvation of
all in a final state of happiness.
Among other purposes, evangelicals in Joseph Smith’s
time continued to use the concept of "infinite
atonement" to disprove Universalism and prove the
essential divinity of Christ. Let us examine some
representative examples from their writings:
Man has "infinitely offended God" because God’s
authority has been "trampled under foot.’" Only the
mercy of an infinite atonement can "satisfy divine
justice." Mercy cannot suspend justice, but "mercy can
overcome justice." "Sin must be an inconceivable evil
. . when it required no less a sacrifice to make
atonement for it, than that offered by God, manifested in the
flesh .... As nothing less than this infinitely meritorious
sacrifice could have been sufficient for the redemption
of the world, we see it in the destructive nature of sin, and its
. . . infinite demerit."2~ Jesus "was man that he might have
blood to shed; ahd God, that when shed, it might be of
infinite value."2~ "Nothing less than a sacrifice of infinite
merit, can atone for the offences of the whole world. "’~ To deny
"the necessity of an infinite atonement made by the
death and suffering of ]esus Christ... goes to overturn
the whole system of the gospel .... "2~ Old Testament
prophecy and teaching are "all pointing to the great
mediator."2~ Because Jesus’ sacrifice was "offered upon
the altar of his divinity, it acquired infinite value..."~7
We find portions of the above statements throughout
the Book of Mormon. The Book of Mormon has a unique
perspective, but it does utilize traditional language and is
in fact part of that tradition following Anselm.
The above quote from Alma leads us to believe that

the atonement is infinite in breadth--covering all sin.
Yet early nineteenth century material clearly shows that
the atonement is infinite in other ways--an expression
of infinite love, power, and so forth. As Phoebus put it,
Christ "by the infinite power of his divinity, raised up his
human nature from the grave.’’2s
In this phrase the atonement is portrayed as infinite in
its depth of power in overcoming death. II Nephi uses
"’infinite atonement" in the same way as Phoebus: "Save
it should be an infinite atonement, this corruption could
not put on incorruption." But in Alma 34, the atonement
is infinite in its breadth, in its ability to cover all the sins
of the world. So Amulek’s explanation leads us to
misinterpret the other less obvious instances of "infinite
atonement" in the Book of Mormon because Amulek
gives us only one aspect of the meaning of the phrase.
The way to avoid this misinterpretation is to understand
the historical use of the phrase.
Zion
To the ancient Jew, Zion is a hill in Jerusalem; or
figuratively, it is Jerusalem itself. But it is clear that the
Book of Mormon doesn’t use "Zion" in this sense (except
in Isaiah quotes and commentary). The Doctrine and
Covenants is no greater help in understanding this term
in the Book of Mormon. Because of an expanding
theology in Mormonism, we find in the Doctrine and
Covenants five different meanings for "Zion.’’29
On the other hand, the revivalists of Joseph Smith’s
Book of Mormon days quite consistently used the word
Zion to signify the church and God’s work in the
church.g0 To understand the use of this word in the Book
of Mormon we must examine the view of the last days
depicted there,gl For the Book of Mormon, the great and
beginning act of the last days is the coming forth of the
book itself. This book will work a marvelous work and a
wonder in converting Jew and Gentile to the truth. Then
comes the great division among the people. The evil
group will be called the whore of the earth or the great
and abominable church. The righteous will be gathered
and be called the church of Christ or Zion.32 For the
Book, of Mormon, Zion means "church" but also
something more. It is the restored church. It is always
the gathered church in the latter-day division between
good and evil. Zion is a symbol that evokes the vision of
the latter-days. It is a symbol of righteousness in a
corrupt world.
The God of Nature Suffers
"Now from the sixth hour there was darkness over all
the land unto the ninth hour .... And behold, the veil of
the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom;
and the earth did quake, and the rocks rent." (Matthew
27:45,51).
By the nineteenth century, two interpretations of
these above events at Jesus’ crucifixion had arisen. One
group of interpreters, including the Presbyterian Albert
Barnes, believed the darkness mentioned was limited to
Palestine. The other group believed that the darkness
extended over the whole earth, and to prove their point
ancient writers were quoted. Biblical commentaries used
in evangelical churches mentioned the whole earth
theory and quoted statements from Phlegon and Thallus
that refer to earthquakes and darkness outside of
Palestine during the crucifixion.
It was also argued that Dionysus had seen an

extraordinary eclipse in the same year as the crucifixion
and exclaimed, "Either the God of nature suffers, or the
frame of the world is dissolving.’’33 The evangelical
audience of the Book of Mormon would have been
familiar with this quote. The following Book of Mormon
passage clearly espouses the idea that darkness and
earthquakes occurred in more than just Palestine, and
this prophecy sublty alludes to Dionysus’ quote at the
time of the crucifixion, "The I, ord God surely shall visit
all the House of Israel at that day: some with his voice,
because of their righteousness.., and others with
thunderings and lightnings of his power, by tempest, by
fire, and by smoke, and vapour of darkness .... And the
rocks of the earth must rend; and because of the
groanings of the earth, many of the Kings of the isles of
the sea shall be wrought upon by the spirit of God, to
exclaim, the God of nature suffers."34 As in other Book
of Mormon prophecy, this passage assumes a certain
degree of historical knowledge, which in this case, most
of us today do not possess.
The Day of Grace Was Past
The most conspicious and persistent theological
debate among evangelicals was between the Calvinists
and Arminians. It is difficult to describe the exact
differences between these two theological schools since
there were many types of Calvinism and several
varieties of Arminianism, and both schools gradually
became more liberal as the years passed. An encounter
that represented popular opinions prior to 1830 was the
debate between a Hopkinsian Calvinist (Seth Williston
of the Presbyterian Church) and an Arminian (Nathan
Bangs of the Methodist Church who preached in
Palmyra in the 1826 Conference).3s
Williston summarizes the Calvinist positibn well: (1)
Strict Determinism--God is the cause of everything
that happens. (2) Total Depravity--without the grace of
God in conversion, the human heart is totally and
continually under the domination of sin. (3)
Predestination--God chooses some for salvation (called
the doctrine of election) and some for damnation (called
the doctrine of reprobation). Esau and Jacob are used by
Williston as the archetypes of these two doctrines. (4)
Sinful Imperfection--one cannot achieve perfection in
this life. (5) Preserverance of the saints--the elect will be
saved.
Arminians such as Bangs had an anti-Calvinist slogan:
"Salvation is free." By this they meant not only that
salvation was a gift but, more important, that it was
freely or universally given to all who sought it.3~ They
agreed with Calvinists that "the natural man" (meaning
human nature after the Fall) was totally corrupt, but they
believed that grace was infused into all, and this grace
put us in a position of freedom to choose. Bangs also
believed in the possibility of a type or perfection in this
life and in the possibility of falling from grace.
Both schools of thought often referred to earthly life
as "a state of probation" because this life was (in their
words) that "time allotted us to prepare for a never
ending eternity." There were several roughly equivalent
terms used to symbolize one’s chance at salvation in this
life: the day of visitation, the day of mercy, the day of
grace, and the day of salvation. The phrase "the day ofgrace
was past" was used especially in connection with the
doctrine of reprobation to indicate that one’s chance at
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salvation was lost. From an 1823 document we read, "My
first thoughts under this new discovery of my awful
sinfulness were, that my day of grace was past; for this
doctrine was much talked of in those days; that time had
been that I might have been saved [sic], but having past
my day of grace, it was now too late.’’37 And from
Charles Marford: "The case of Esau was also urged very
hard against me--and that I had sinned away my day of
grace--and now, too late for me too [sic] seek salvation,
for it would not be granted me.’’38
An old-school Calvinist would claim that God had
granted a time for the sinner to repent knowing that he
would not repent, because the unconverted heart was
totally sinful. Therefore, God could predestinate the
sinner to be damned, and yet the sinner (and not God)
would be responsible for passing his day of grace. While
the Methodists did not believe in this doctrine of
reprobation, some of them (apparently an early
minority) also preached that the "day of grace" was the
short period of time after receiving one’s chance at
conversion. If the sinner did not take the opportunity to
seek salvation during that time he would be damned.
Other Methodists (probably the majority) believed
that the day of grace, or one’s chance at salvation, would
last until death. Any sinner could repent (or fall back into
sin) anytime during his probation on earth. The state of
the soul at death was the critical issue. Methodists
chastised Calvinists for procrastinating repentance
under the pretext that the day of grace had not yet
arrived. With this background, let us turn to one of the
phrases in the Book of Mormon.
Near the end of the Book of Mormon, the condition of
the Nephites is described as follows, "I saw that the day
of grace was past with them, both temporally and spiritually: for I saw thousands of them hewn down in open
rebellion against God." (Mormon 2:15) The nineteenth
century audience would have understood this to mean
that the Nephites had lost their chat~ce at salvation (and their
chance to win the war). One could interpret this phrase
as a Calvinist would. In that case, the Nephites would
have been so sinful that they could not repent during
this life or the next. This interpretation can only be made
consistent with Book of Mormon theology if we believe
that the Nephites committed the unpardonable sin. The
concept of unpardonable sin is mentioned in other parts
of the Book of Mormon. While there is some evidence
for this Calvinist interpretation (Mormon 1:16; 2:13), it
is rather a strained and highly improbable view.
I believe that the "day of grace" is used in the Book of
Mormon in the way that the majority of Methodists
would have used it. The day of grace had passed not
because it was impossible to repent in this life but
because they were about to be killed. The Nephites had
lost their chance at salvation because they would die in
their sins. This Methodist concept of the day of grace
lasting until death matches the wording in Mormon
2:15, quoted above (the word "for" is understood as
meaning "because"). This second understanding of the
day of grace fits the Arminianism in the Book of
Mormon, which is slightly more liberal than Methodist
Arminianism; in the Book of Mormon the equivalent
terms "day" and "salvation" last until death (Jacob 6:5;
Alma 13:21, 27; 35:31-35; Helaman 13:38).
With "the day of grace" and the other phrases in this
paper, we have been interpreting the Book of Mormon
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by referring to the historical setting of early nineteenth
century evangelical religion. This historicalmeaning of
the text is an essential starting point to correct
interpretation. But it is only a starting point. The final
interpretive step is to discover the inner reality of the
Book of Mormon wrapped in its nineteenth century
theology and language. For the Book of Mormon is much
more than a question and anwer book for nineteenth
century theology. It addresses, albeit in provincial
nineteenth century terms, the issues fundamental to all
modern religious life. For that and other reasons, the
Book of Mormon is very relevant today. In the concept
of "Zion" we see the symbol of a New Social Being in a
world on the verge of self-destruction. In our age of
nuclear weaponry I can think of no more relevant
symbol. The Book of Mormon condemns the moral
laxness inherent in religious fatalism (in the form of
Calvinism) and in religious optimism (in the form of
Universalism). It addresses the modern problems
stemming from religious pluralism (such as religious
certainty and authority), increasing secularization, and
the tragic tendency in our time to ignore the nonrational half of our minds (the very source of revelation).
We must not only translate the essential meaning
behind the nineteenth century phrases but also the
essential meaning behind its social and psychological
setting. The Book of Mormon can address the reader
who is on a border similar to Joseph Smith’s. Joseph
Smith saw all of the existing churches as corrupt. Likewise, objective scholarship tends to place its disciples in a
position in which they see all churches, all world views,
and all value systems as fundamentally subjective. Both
borders view religion and value statements as
unauthoritative and as merely human inventions. For
the person on the border, this is a position of alienation
from the existing world view, a position of sorrow
rather than pride. Joseph Smith used the symbol of
"Apostasy" to describe the relationship of one on the
border of his society. The Prophet moved from
skepticism on the revival border to revelation. In a
similar manner we must learn to move from the
skepticism of scholarship to insight. We must learn to
build or sustain existing spiritual worlds even though we
may recognize that they are human inventions. We must
learn from Joseph Smith’s experience how to be constructive skeptics. It is on this border that Joseph Smith
and the Book of Mormon can offer their greatest contribution to a lone and barren world. Now as we open the
Book of Mormon, we need not be afraid to redeem the
essential meaning from the nineteenth century word.
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